Two frames of reference

Assuming that the physical things in the world are an objective reality,1 there are two basic ways to view their origins: either they were created by an intelligent being, or they evolved. Traditional thought in Western culture was dominated by the belief that the world was created by the God of the Bible. More recently some thinkers in Western culture have rejected this idea, and postulate ways things in the world could evolve. In an increasingly pluralistic Western culture there are now a multitude of variant ideas, including nature worship and paganism, which, as anthropologist Clifford Geertz observes, results in a mixture of ideas ‘grown up around the ancient tangle of received practices, accepted beliefs, habitual judgments and untaught emotions’ and ‘those … straightened out systems of thought and action—physics, counterpoint, existentialism, Christianity, engineering …’2 Though such ideas as nature worship and paganism suggest a creation viewpoint, they fundamentally disagree as to the nature of the creator. Therefore the following will focus on creation belief systems based on the Judeo-Christian model, as this has dominated Western thought.

The physical things in the world which we can experience are called our ‘environment’, which can be categorized into ‘human-made’ and ‘natural’ (figure 1). The human-made environment, like the natural world, can be seen as either having been created or having evolved. Historically, Western society had a consistent world view that embraced science, the arts and construction, which maintained that physical things in the world are created. However, now Western society has a divided view; in the fields of design the dominant view places value in objects and buildings which are ‘created’, while also, at the same time, in certain scientific fields, the thinking is dominated by the view that the world ‘evolved’. Two human fields of endeavour have developed that have two very different dominant world views. However, due to increasing numbers of people choosing to live in cities, the majority of people now are surrounded by a human-made environment. Their observations of the natural environment may be limited to fellow humans, a few animals, insects, birds and weeds, as many trees in urban areas are cultivars planted by humans and the view of the sky and stars may be obliterated by pollution and light spillage. In other words, most people in Western society experience an environment made by people whose thinking is dominated by the view that a good environment is ‘created’ by a designer.

Defining the Design Paradigm

Design is not easily defined. Amos Rapoport’s definition states, ‘… design is any purposeful modification or change to the physical environment (the face of the earth) by humans’.3 Design therefore requires an intelligent agent capable of expressing purpose or intention. For Rapoport this means they are capable of making choices.4 Terence Love adds that the purposeful modification must be ‘non-routine’.5 For example, determining the brick pattern in a wall is design, but not laying the bricks.

A paradigm is an example or pattern. The prefix para, (παρά) from the Greek, means beside or beyond. The example or pattern is not a real object, but a mental picture of the object which can be put beside the real object to help us understand it. In the field of architecture a paradigm is a simplified, or easily comprehensible, picture that captures the essential characteristics of a situation or thing.

The origins of architecture and the Design Paradigm

In the reign of Caesar Augustus, approximately 20 years before the birth of Christ, Vitruvius wrote De architectura
Papers which demonstrated that the term ‘Architect’ was applied to designers of everything from a water supply system to a temple, and that to be skilled they were required to have a wide knowledge from geometry to practical physics. Vitruvius’ book would have been in circulation by the time the Apostle Paul wrote and likened himself to an architect,

‘According to the grace of God which was given to me, as a wise master builder I laid a foundation, and another builds on it. But let each man be careful how he builds on it’ (1Corinthians 3:10 WEB).

The word for ‘master builder’ is αρχιτεκτων (architektōn), which literally means ‘chief constructor’. However by the time Paul was using the term it had a wide meaning, including the designer of the building. That Paul was a Roman citizen and that he prefixed architektōn with ‘wise’ or σοφος (sophos) which means ‘practical skill’ suggests that he understood architektōn to have Vitruvius’ definition. Paul is speaking of himself in the same way a modern official would say that they are the architect of a new constitution, or scheme. By the time of Christ, the Greek word architektōn meant the person who had the skill to make the decisions as to the form and execution of a construction project. By this time value was placed on skill, or practical wisdom, or as Vitruvius puts it, the combination of theory and practice, where practice related to the ‘design of a drawing’.6

Vitruvius’ thesis states that the architect, or master builder, was to be a designer like the divine intelligence that designed nature.

‘Therefore, since nature has designed the human body so that its members are duly proportioned to the frame as a whole, it appears that the ancients had good reason for their rule, that in perfect buildings the different members must be in exact symmetrical relations to the whole general scheme.’7

Vitruvius also refers to the applications of study of heavenly geometry, saying,

‘These constellations, whose outlines and shapes in the heavens were designed by Nature and the divine intelligence.’8

The apostle Paul comments on the Greek beliefs saying,

‘“For in him we live, and move, and have our being.” As some of your own poets have said, “For we are also his offspring”’ (Acts 17:28 WEB).

This is another confirmation that they believed that nature was sustained by a divine intelligent being. At this time when the profession of architecture was being defined, the divine intelligent designer of nature was an exemplar for architects. The Design Paradigm established was where architects strove to reflect the Divine Being and were inspired in their work by the patterns and proportions of nature.

The architectural writings influencing thinking

Architectural design is a practical skill involving thought, or reflection-in-action. The thoughts during the reflection-in-action of the design process are most often limited in scope and pragmatic, involving, for example, heights and widths. However, beside this pragmatic thought is another where the architect devises an explanation for other people to justify the origin of the forms, or to give a reason for a choice of one material over another. The architect’s explanation may be mundane, belong to a school of architectural thinking or be of outstanding creative originality. He may use ideas from his culture or views about the origins of the world.

Vitruvius still influences architectural thinking, as his books are still in print. John Ruskin, though an artist and critic and not an architect, also continues to influence architecture with his writings wherever English is spoken, the most famous being the 1880 edition of The Seven Lamps of Architecture. He wrote,

‘… for whatever is in architecture fair or beautiful, is imitated from natural forms … These are the two great intellectual Lamps of Architecture: the one consisting in a just and humble veneration of the works of God upon the earth, and the other in an understanding of the dominion over those works which has been vested in man.’9

Ruskin is credited with inspiring the Arts and Crafts movement and Art Nouveau, which drew inspiration from nature, which they saw as designed by God and emphasised ideas of individual creativity (figure 2). His influence is

Figure 2. Ruskin’s drawings illustrated the creative depiction of nature in carved ornament. (Ruskin, Plate 1).
still seen in that many architects insist that materials and structure should be expressed without being covered and that beautiful forms are to be derived from the study of nature.

This idea was re-articulated by an influential American Architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, whose built work was backed up by a considerable amount of written comment. In 1928 he wrote, ‘Let us learn to see within, at least far enough to grasp the essential pattern in all created things. And method in creation will come freely to him who learns to see in the abstract. Study the geometry that is the idea of every form: a quail, a snail, a shell, a fish.’

It is Wright’s inspiration from this geometry that led to the remarkable spiral form of the Guggenheim Museum of New York. Wright popularized the term ‘organic architecture’, which implied an organic wholeness or completeness. This was taken up by Rasmussen, who interpreted it through a Scandinavian Modernism which had been influenced by an Arts and Crafts approach in 1959 with *Experiencing Architecture*, his book for Danish school students that became a primer for architecture students worldwide, ‘...the object of all good architecture is to create integrated wholes’. He concludes with the advice that people should study architecture as a nature lover does plants to see ‘whether or not he has before him a harmoniously developed example or a stunted growth’.

Le Corbusier, a Swiss contemporary of Wright, wrote more of the machine. However, every dimension of his work was according to a system of proportion based on the human body and the golden section (ratio), a proportion found in nature (figure 3). In 1964, Bachelard’s *The Poetics of Space* was translated into English. It is an analysis of many poet’s conceptions of dwelling, including that houses be the Universe or that they ‘integrate with the wind’, shells that ‘God “had conferred upon each one the diligence and skill”’ or nests, and trees that are ‘alive, reflective, straining toward God’. Bachelard also presents the image of the primitive hut. This is like the hut made from trees used as the frontispiece to Laugier’s 1753 essay on architecture. Summerson, with the BBC, in 1963 had re-visited the idea that the forms of classical architecture were derived from ‘primitive forests’.

In Australia, Robyn Boyd is still a name many people would know. He wrote in 1965, reflecting what he believed was the common thinking, ‘Every reasonably sensitive and experienced architect knows what architecture is. He knows that the timeless principle of good design may be stated quite simply. It is integrity: wholeness, unity. It is the creation of a microcosm of Nature, of truth, by the arrangement of the functional and material components of a building.’

Boyd, though he was from the notorious Boyd family of atheist artists, articulated the ideals of Australian architects, who had been influenced at Federation by Arts and Crafts ideals and the Design Paradigm, where the architect as a creator seeks to reflect nature in their work. It may be extrapolated that Boyd viewed nature as a creation. Louis Kahn, an American, teaching students in 1968 was more poetic, seeing art as the language of God. ‘Art involves choice, and everything man does, he does in art. In everything that nature makes, nature records how it was made … through our conscious being we sense the role of nature that made us … the scientist … needed more than anything presence of the unmeasurable, which is the realm of the artist. It is the language of God.’

Kahn taught that the artist (which is all mankind) works with the language of God, and also that mankind has within them the record of how they were made by nature. Kahn’s two ideas fit within the Design Paradigm. Vincent Scully, summarizing his teaching in 1991, argued that all great ancient architecture had a strong relationship to the natural world and that buildings responded to the character of the landscape. More recently Daniel Libeskind has influenced architectural thinking, promoting architecture as belief and borrowing deeply from Jewish intellectual tradition, widening the implications of what is understood by the architect as a creator. That his thinking is influenced by the Design Paradigm is indicated by the statement that ‘geometry coming to an end in architecture is nature: an arctic flower.’

The Design Paradigm has not been static over the last 120 years, but rather has been enriched. Influential architects, in speaking about how they think when they make buildings, have presented a way of understanding how the world is.

The Evolution Paradigm, though not dominant, is also evident. Robert Venturi re-interpreted architecture in 1966 as being complex in reality and containing contradiction.
‘Conventional elements in architecture represent one stage in an evolutionary development, and they contain in their changes of use and expression some of their past meaning as well as their new meaning. What can be called the vestigial element parallels a double functioning element … the old meaning called up by associations, with a new meaning created by the modified or new function.’

Venturi made a parallel between architecture and a biological paradigm of the era where certain parts of the body were thought to be without use and therefore vestigial, or left over, from an unfinished evolutionary process. However, Venturi does not allow his designs to evolve, as he invests considerable intellectual effort to achieve architectural ‘vestigial’ elements. The analogy is clearly limited as he emphasizes meaning when speaking of his work, which requires an intelligent agent.

In 1977 Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa and Murray Silverstein attempted to introduce a more scientific approach to architecture in their book A Pattern Language. Science had revealed that nature had patterns, and Alexander sought to find the architectural patterns relating to human dwelling. Despite their ‘scientific’ approach, they make very few references in the 1171 pages to evolutionary ideas. Some examples are observations such as ‘throughout our evolution night has been a time to stay quiet’ and ‘We come from the water’. However, much of the book is an ad hoc collection of observations of phenomena, building science and psychology. These observations were an attempt to find an archetypical pattern that came from the nature of the environment. Alexander’s observations supported the idea that patterns in nature form a sequence which can be described as a ‘language’. This idea has recently become an argument supporting the creation of nature.

Ken Yeang, using some of the language of biological evolutionary theory, has developed a thesis that architecture should be ecological, by which he means human activities need to relate to the ecosystems. He, however, also emphasizes that a designer’s approach should, like nature, be holistic, and he shows that this involves considerable research and effort to achieve efficient design. The emphasis on the design effort involved indicates that the evolutionary parallels are superficial. It is possible these references to evolutionary ideas are merely a parallel with nature that has resulted from the influence of the Design Paradigm.

### Evidence for the dominance of the Design Paradigm amongst architects

After years of acceptance of the evolutionary theory in the natural sciences, it would be expected that architectural academics and writers would have also been affected. To establish how dominant the two paradigms are, the use of key words were counted in leading publications. In the Design Paradigm the key word is ‘creation’/‘creating’. According to the Oxford dictionary, the word ‘creation’ describes the act of making something, a product of human intelligence, and also is a term to describe the universe. The words ‘intelligent’ and ‘ingenuity’ relate to the idea of creation. In the Design Paradigm there is a Divine exemplar, leading to the use of words such as ‘inspiration’, ‘spiritual’ and ‘imagination’. Evolutionary thinking speaks of things evolving. Unfortunately for clarity, the word ‘evolve’ derived from the Latin for ‘roll’, is used to describe the gradual development and unfolding of a human idea, as well as describing the theory of capital ‘E’ Evolution, the development of species from lower to higher forms. The context determines what the writer means.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>create (s)</th>
<th>create</th>
<th>creating</th>
<th>creation</th>
<th>inspiration</th>
<th>vision, values, ethics, spiritual consciousness</th>
<th>ingenuity</th>
<th>ingenuity</th>
<th>pattern/s</th>
<th>motif</th>
<th>nature, natural-landscape ecology</th>
<th>ecological</th>
<th>evolve</th>
<th>evolving</th>
<th>evolution</th>
<th>Pgs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Design 77(2)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Record, August 2007</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>216</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Australia, Sep/Oct 2007</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail, May/June 2007</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Architecture 19, 2004</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of times words are used in the text of recent architectural journals, indicating relative influence of the Design Paradigm versus evolutionary theory.
To gain an insight into the relative importance of these ideas, references to ‘craftsmanship’ and ‘skill’, which are the task of architecture, were counted. Also references to ‘motif’ and ‘pattern’ from Classical design and Alexander’s architectural interpretation of the science of the natural world. The references to the natural environment do not directly support the Design Paradigm as they could also be the focus of evolutionary thinking. They were counted to determine the degree that cultural ideas regarding the origin of nature may influence thinking.

From table 1, of all the words counted, the variants of the word ‘create’ were used the most. The use of ‘evolve’ and its variants were used infrequently. In addition, all journals frequently used a set of words which are descriptive of design being of the spirit, reflecting the influence of religious ideals. The set of words for ‘intelligent’ appear less frequently; it is more important that design be capable of inspiring people than be ingenious. References to ‘pattern’ and ‘motif’, ideals derived from classical proportions of nature, are evident but far outweighed by the ideal that things should be natural, reflect natural forms or connect to the landscape. The number of references to the natural environment demonstrates that it is likely to be a source of inspiration for explanations of the origin of architectural form. However, the very task of architecture, being that of a skilled occupation, is present, but it is not a particularly common topic.

**Analysis of journal texts**

The London-based journal *Architectural Design* (AD) gives the impression that it leads architectural theory by featuring the work of the world’s best architects, who are also often academics from prestigious design schools. This journal would be studied by those students who desired to present their design as being well thought out with theoretical ‘depth’. One reference of the three recorded in Table 1 under ‘evolution’ in the AD volume studied was to the evolution, or rolling out, of a vista. Another writer uses evolutionary language; however, it merely parallels their view of nature as they also state that American cities are ‘creating’ spaces.

‘Although American cities appear chaotic … , their suburban format is based on an underlying, self-organising system of giant enclaves of recombinant landscape patches. Global corporations have learnt how to manipulate these patches as attractors … for marketing purposes.’

Marshall and McGrath developed and transferred the ecological model of ‘patch dynamics’ to urban landscape design. It is an approach that stresses the resilient, flexible and adaptable nature of cities, interacting with a ‘notion of disturbance ecology rather than a benign nature’.

Marshall and McGrath do not use the word evolution once. However in their article they speak of people being creative. The Design Paradigm is evident as architecture is presented as being designed, and Holm and Guzzardo equate ecosystems to architecture, implying they too are designed.

‘If the ecosystem is an architecture, it ought to be possible to make its networks visible in ways that most people can understand. The asymmetric, intricate nested networks that link species into food chains ought to be made visible.’

Pallasmaa reinforces the idea of the architect as a creator of harmonious wholes by quoting Alvar Aalto, an eminent Finnish architect who designed everything in his buildings, including furniture.

‘In every case [of creative work] one must achieve the simultaneous solution of opposites. … Nearly every design task involves tens, often hundreds, sometimes thousands of different contradictory elements, which are forced into a functional harmony only by man’s will.’

In the American journal *Architectural Record*, there were ten references to nature. However, they used another term, ‘organic’, referring to Wright’s creative ideal. The journal features a snapshot work where the ‘weaving has an engagement with the landscape while still feeling enclosed’.

Only two of the five occurrences of the word ‘evolution’ refer to evolutionary theory. Rappaport made two of the references in the following:

‘Nonlinear shaping of structure is dominant in Matsuro Sasaki’s work in strong collaboration with Toyo Ito and Arata Isosaki, as he believes there is a creative process involved in developing hypothesis regarding structures shape, system, materials and dimensions. Focusing on form finding and shape design in curvilinear and organic forms, Sasaki bases designs on principles of self-organization in nature. Using his 3D Extended Evolutionary Structure optimization method, he defines his forms within a collaborative digital model to result in optimized and rational structures. … As he describes in his 2006 book, Flux Structure, “By means of the repetitive non-linear analysis procedure it becomes possible to organically comprehend the evolution of structural form”.’

Sasaki values nature. His mental paradigm is that nature evolves; therefore, he sees his designs as ‘evolving’. Whereas Sasaki believes his computer model is like nature and he sees his designs as evolving, Rappaport, the reporter, clearly values the creativity of Sasaki and understands the reality of the situation, which is that significant creative effort is required by Sasaki to make his rational optimized structures.

The German journal *Detail* did not use the word ‘evolve’. The writers valued that buildings appear ‘natural’. At least two writers considered that buildings look like trees, one writes of a hotel, facade treatment, ‘The strips also act as a kind of camouflage: bearing a certain resemblance to
the trunks of trees, they help merge the building visually into the forest to the rear."31

Living Architecture is written in English, the common language for Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, and one issue per year is distributed worldwide, featuring many photos of highly crafted buildings. The language shows a value placed in ‘natural’ materials, light, calm logical details and poetry. The quality of poetry is attributed to designs that are valued. The writer for Living Architecture relates that,

‘Kim Utzon has said that the difference between good and bad architecture often lies in the architect’s personal involvement, his mission and his conscious will and thoughts behind his creation.’32

The texts analyzed don’t often describe design as ‘intelligent’. Rather, design is functional, resolving and integrating complex requirements. Architects speak often of collaboration for resolution of technical issues. Architects borrow analogies from their understanding of nature and equate them to their designs to help them explain what they have created, but there is not an ‘Evolutionary Design Model’, even though some designer’s understandings may be developed with an evolutionary bias.

An architectural profession

Vitruvius was rediscovered in the Renaissance, and in that era his writing redefined the work of architects as one of order and proportion derived from nature and designed by God. The enlightenment and science reinforced this with Newton writing in Optics,

‘... for it became Him who created them to set them in order. And if he did so it is unphilosophical to seek for any other origin of the world, or to pretend it might arise out of chaos, or by the laws of Nature.’33

By ‘unphilosophical’, Newton meant ‘unscientific’. However, in 1859 Darwin’s The Origin of Species was published and in 1871 his The Descent of Man. These ideas generated controversy. They challenged the basis of the Design Paradigm. It would be expected that society would have at this time also questioned the value to society of the ideal of the renaissance architect. It follows logically that if nature could arise out of chaos without a skilled designer, surely buildings could too.

However, while society was questioning the basis of the Design Paradigm, in the Commonwealth and America the profession of architecture in the Renaissance model was being defined. Though the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) was begun in 1834 and gained royal charter in 1837, it was not until 1863 that they began to set professional standards. By 1882, to enter the institute a candidate required a professional examination. Until this time anyone could call themselves an architect if they wanted to, including builders. By 1931, the architectural profession was defined by law.14 In parallel in the USA in 1857, architects formed the American Institute of Architects (AIA) to promote the scientific and practical skills of the members. This came into being with its 1867 constitution, which added to the original constitution the aim of promoting artistic skill. Membership was only for practicing architects, where the AIA defined who an architect was and what they did. In 1867, the AIA suggested formal education and accredited schools of architecture. In 1897, Illinois was the first US state to introduce an architectural licensing law, which was followed by the other states.35 Australia followed the English model, and by 1921 had an Architects Act.

Due to the work of Bob Carr, a former premier of NSW, Australia, legislation officially declares that to improve the quality of the environment certain buildings can only be designed by qualified designers, who are registered architects.36

Both society and the architectural design profession emphasize their intellectual value in the construction of every aspect of the built environment. On one hand, our culture is seeking to eliminate a Great Designer, while at the same time, unconscious of the inconsistency, we are beginning to understand the need for design expertise in the face of increasing man-made complexity.

The leading nations of the world have over the last 150 years elevated the ideal of the Renaissance architect, who understands the Design Paradigm, in their interventions in the built environment.

A designed, meaningful world

If this thesis seems rather self evident, the consequences should be considered. If an evolution paradigm was applied to the built environment, there would be no need for any special expertise and no need for intelligence; therefore, there would be no need for architects. There are regions in many cities, such as the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, which have no design input by expert designers or architects. Our culture, by elevating the profession of architecture is saying clearly that they prefer the world we actually live in to be designed and meaningful rather than the result of unthinking, unplanned, ad hoc events (such as occurred to make the favelas). They place value in the Design Paradigm. In addition, the architectural writers state from a pragmatic viewpoint that without intelligent and expert input, the things that humans make do not function very well. This shows the real nature of the world we live in, which is the built environment. Humans who live in cities, towns and on farms, where the land is shaped by their labour, don’t live in nature; they live in the built environment. Therefore, an evolution paradigm is simply not practical or useful to our society. For this reason the Design Paradigm still informs how Western culture views the built environment, despite 150 years of the popularity of evolutionary theory in science.

For an architect, good objects are designed and have a maker or creator. This is a belief system based on
observation. In reality the world would not stop turning if buildings were not functional. In addition, nature provides examples that inspire the design of complex mechanisms that work. If a culture maintains a belief that it requires intelligence and skill to copy the functional mechanisms of nature, it seems a contradiction that the same culture could believe nature was not likewise designed. It would seem rational to have a consistent world view and to extend the Design Paradigm to nature: that the entire physical world has a maker or Creator.
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